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CSerialPort is a wrapper class for Win32 APIs that will allow the user to access the Windows serial port API. Support for COM ports is covered in the free COM Explorer utility, which was provided with the program. The program is completely under the control of the user and can be used for diagnostics and for debugging without any special installation. Once the appropriate options are specified, you can use the
program to communicate with the serial port. CSerialPort also includes a variety of options that allow the user to control the communication with the serial port. These include advanced options such as Baud rates, line types and parity. An example of using CSerialPort is given on the following website: Features and Requirements: CSerialPort has been tested with Visual Studio 6.0, Visual Studio.NET 4.0 and Visual
Studio 2010. CSerialPort has been tested for Microsoft Windows 7 with both 32 bit and 64 bit platform configurations. Note: The VC++ libraries required to develop with MFC can be downloaded from Microsoft. This is the MFC serial port class. It is used to provide access to the Win32 API for serial ports. This is the class for serial ports that is used to communicate with the serial port. There is no dependence
on the other COM interfaces, except for the PORTRANGE and CPORTRANGE variables that come with the serial class, which are used in the constructor and used to communicate with the serial port. CSerialPort(LPCTSTR) CSerialPort(CPCTSTR) Creates a CSerialPort object. The CPCTSTR is the text for the object and uses the MFC class, using the preprocessor value, CSerialPort_MFC_EXTENSIONS.
Creates a CSerialPort object. The LPCTSTR is the text for the object and uses the MFC class, using the preprocessor value, CSerialPort_MFC_EXTENSIONS. Creates a CSerialPort object. The CPCTSTR is the text for the object and uses the MFC class, using the preprocessor value, CSerialPort_MFC_EXTENSIONS. Returns a reference to the port name, using the text supplied in the constructor. OPTIONS To
obtain options such as the port

CSerialPort
* This macro is used to declare a "GUID type" which is a structure that contains a 16-bit integer, called a "NodeId", that can be used as a unique identification within the program. * In the case of the API, this is a value that specifies the "hardware" serial port (e.g. COM1, COM2, COM4, etc.) to interact with. * As a guideline, each serial port has a unique numerical identifier, which is used by the device driver to
communicate with the serial port API. The numerical identifier is defined by the C Serial Port API. * In other words, this function is not used by the "serial device" to provide a unique identifier to the other pieces of software that may be communicating with the serial port. Instead, this value is derived by the driver and other external hardware that the C serial port API communicates with. Return Value: * A
pointer to the GUID value to be passed to the APIs that communicate with the serial port. */ extern "C" { _declspec(dllexport) GUID const GUID_CSerialPort Product Key_INIT_CONFIGURATION = { 0x18FED75A, 0xEEA0, 0x44D2, { 0xA7, 0x50, 0x2C, 0x77, 0x1C, 0x1E, 0xA6, 0x9C } }; } /*! * @brief * Function that is called to initialize the serial port * * @param * [IN] * This is a GUID which is used
to identify the configuration of the serial port. * In the case of this library, this value is a unique identifier for the serial port. */ extern "C" __declspec(dllexport) void __stdcall InitConfiguration(__in GUID const& guid) { //printf("InitConfiguration() "); SerialPortConfiguration.BaudRate = 115200; SerialPortConfiguration.OpenTimeOut = 10; SerialPort 77a5ca646e
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The CSerialPort class is a simple library designed to be used in MFC projects. It is a wrapper for the Windows API that provides access to the serial port functionality. The library was designed to be easy to use, lightweight, well documented and Unicode enabled. The class is Unicode enabled and supports native Win32 APIs in conjunction with the MFC classes. Its existence makes it necessary to compile with a
preprocessor value of CSERIALPORT_MFC_EXTENSIONS. This preprocessor value defines a macro CSERIALPORT_MFC_EXTENSIONS that enables MFC macros needed to access serial ports. MFC macros normally provide some specific functionality and hence, the usage of this preprocessor ensures you don't run into issues. By default, the CSerialPort class relies on exceptions to indicate errors. That
being said, the class is not error free as noted by the developer as the library is still in beta. This does not matter, as you still get the intended functionality of the serial port library. How to integrate with the library: The CSerialPort library is easy to use as it is largely based on MFC and follows a fairly simple pattern. To integrate the library into your MFC projects, you must first include the relevant header file in
your source files. #include "CSerialPort.h" The class, however, is not very well documented as you can get a good idea from the header file. The header file provides you with all the functionalities and options a serial port user might want to access. It contains: The reference to the MFC macros that are required for serial port usage. A serialPort member that holds the library reference. A timer member that holds a
timer instance that is used for disabling the read mode of the serial port. A serialPort error member that stores the last serial port error message. A serialPortClose member that handles the closing of a serial port. A serialPortClosing member that tracks the closing of a serial port. A serialPortMessage member that determines the type of message that is received from the serial port. A serialPortStarted member that
determines the initialization of a serial port. A serialPortStopped member that tracks the stopping of a serial port. In general, the library works under a block model. For instance, you cannot access the serial port and communicate with it until you call serialPortStarted or serialPortStarted. This is

What's New In?
In order to use this library, include the CSERIALPORT.H files (32 and 64-bit) in your Visual C++ project and include the CSerialPort.CPP files (32 and 64-bit). /// /// \ingroup arduino_serial_serial_port /// /// \brief \par Purpose /// The CSerialPort provides a serial port-based class for accessing the serial ports of Windows. /// This class also provides simple functions for setting up the port and is prepared for /// a
wide range of serial port types. /// The serial port can be opened in one of two modes: blocking and overlapped. /// By default, the blocking mode is used but the user can override this option by passing /// \a bOverlapped or \a bOverlappedOff. /// The overlapped mode requires an extra callback function to be implemented in order to handle /// asynchronous communications. /// In this mode, the serial port should be
opened using \a CSERIALPORT_OVERLAPPED. /// The CSERIALPORT_OVERLAPPED constant is defined as follows: /// /// \code /// #define CSERIALPORT_OVERLAPPED 0x00010000L /// #define CSERIALPORT_OVERLAPPED_ENABLE 0x80000000L /// \endcode /// /// /// ote /// This is a Windows-specific interface. The Arduino specific functions are not included. /// /// \sa Arduino /// ///
\author Ali Salehi /// \date 2002-10-23 /// \copyright GNU LibLCC /// #pragma once #include #ifdef _MSC_VER # define UCRT_STATIC_MEMBER_OR_DYNAMIC_DEFAULT static # define UCRT_DLL_EXPORT __declspec(dllexport) # define UCRT_DLL_IMPORT __declspec(dllimport) # ifdef _WIN64 # define UCRT_CONST __declspec(dllimport) # else # define UCRT_CONST
__declspec(dllexport) # endif #else # define UCRT_STATIC_MEMBER_OR_DYNAMIC_DEFAULT # define
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System Requirements For CSerialPort:
Display : 1280x1024 Operating system: OS X 10.8 or later Processor: 1 GHz or faster Memory: 512 MB RAM Hard disk: 4 GB available space Network connection: Broadband Internet connection Notes:Navigation Google+: The first new social network in a decade With its launch, the future of internet for millions of people Google+ is now the first new social network in a decade. The latest social network - and
its features, especially its Hangouts
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